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“Tender, humorous, and suspenseful.... Colbert’s middle 
grade debut is an UNPUTDOWNABLE TALE.” 

—Renée Watson,  
author of Some Places More Than Others

 “ An AFFECTIONATE  
tribute to friends.” 

—BookPage

 “ WILL RING TRUE  
for readers.” 

—Shelf Awareness

 “REMARKABLE.” 
—Booklist

 “ Deserves a   
STANDING  
OVATION.” —Kirkus

 “ NUANCED....  
HEARTFELT.” —SLJ

 “ Compulsively  
READABLE.” —PW

her heartfelt, authentic voice to a new audience!

Brandy Colbert’s middle grade 
debut brings
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• A Stonewall Book Award Winner
• An ALA Best Book for Young Adults
• A Kirkus Best Book
• A Booklist Editor’s Choice
• A Bank Street Best Book
• A Junior Library Guild Selection
•  A Best Jewish Children’s Book by 

Tablet Magazine
• A 2018 Texas TAYSHAS Selection

  “A moving, diverse exploration of 
the challenges of growing up.” 

—SLJ

  “Colbert sensitively confronts mis-
conceptions about mental illness, 
bisexuality, and intersectional 
identity.” —Kirkus

  “This superbly written novel teems 
with meaningful depth.” —Booklist

  “From the threads of love and 
romance, to redefining family life, 
readers of all walks of life will find 
an entry point to this title.” —BCCB

• A Junior Library Guild Selection
•  A 2019 Amelia Bloomer List  

Selection
•  A New York Public Library Best Teen 

Book of 2018

“ Colbert delivers another emotionally 
layered story.” —Publishers Weekly

“ Readers will be able to relate to the 
challenges faced by the diverse and 
realistic characters that Colbert has 
created.” —SLJ

“ Yvonne’s a compelling protagonist, 
and she’ll speak to readers thrown 
by the lack of certainty in their own 
futures.” —BCCB

“ [Colbert] does a fantastic job of 
capturing...the weight of microag-
gressions about everything from race 
to sexuality to economic status.” 

—Booklist

  “Brilliantly delves into first loves, 
forbidden romance, rebellion, and 
family expectations.” —Booklist

  “Colbert  does not disappoint....
This thrilling tale of first love 
explores what it means to be held 
to an impossible standard and still 
learn to live an authentic life.” 

—PW

  “Superb pacing and full-bodied 
development of queer and ethnical-
ly diverse central and supporting 
characters creates a connected, 
tension-filled narrative.” 

—Shelf Awareness


